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ABSTRACT
Existence of SL(2,Z) duality in toroidally compactified heterotic string theory
(or in the N=4 supersymmetric gauge theories), that includes the strong weak
coupling duality transformation, implies the existence of certain supersymmetric
bound states of monopoles and dyons. We show that the existence of these bound
states, in turn, requires the existence of certain normalizable, (anti-)self-dual, har-
monic forms on the moduli space of BPS multi-monopole configurations, with
specific symmetry properties. We give an explicit construction of this harmonic
form on the two monopole moduli space, thereby proving the existence of all the
required bound states in the two monopole sector.
⋆ e-mail addresses: sen@theory.tifr.res.in, sen@tifrvax.bitnet
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Heterotic string theory, compactified on a six dimensional torus, has been con-
jectured to possess an SL(2,Z) symmetry, part of which interchanges the strong
and weak coupling limits of the string theory [1]. This generalizes the strong-weak
coupling duality conjecture of Montonen and Olive [2] for the N=4 supersymmetric
gauge theories [3], which is the non-gravitational sector of the low energy effective
field theory of toroidally compactified heterotic string theory. In Ref.[1] we pre-
sented several pieces of evidence in support of this conjecture, and also worked
out several consequences of this duality symmetry. One of the consequences is the
existence of certain bound states of the known BPS monopole and dyon states
in the theory. In this paper we shall study the criteria for the existence of these
bound states. By working in a region of the moduli space where the masses of
the monopoles and dyons are small compared to the Planck mass, we can ensure
that gravity does not play an important role in the analysis, so that our results are
equally valid for string theory, as well as for the N=4 supersymmetric gauge theo-
ries. We shall show that the existence of these bound states requires the existence
of certain normalizable, (anti-)self-dual, harmonic forms on the multi-monopole
moduli space with specific symmetry properties, and explicitly construct such a
form on the two monopole moduli space.
The relevant parameters characterizing the theory under consideration are the
loop expansion parameter g2 and the theta angle θ. In string theory these can be
related to the asymptotic values of the dilaton and the axion fields respectively,
but in N=4 supersymmetric theory they must be treated as external parameters.
It is convenient to combine the two parameters into a single complex parameter
λ = (θ/2π) + ig−2 ≡ λ1 + iλ2. The electric and magnetic charges of a state are
characterized by two integers m and n.
†
Taking into account the Witten effect [4]
† For toroidally compactified heterotic string theory, the unbroken gauge group at a generic
point in the compactification moduli space is U(1)28, and we must specify two vectors ~α
and ~β in an appropriate 28 dimensional lattice to specify the electric and magnetic charges
of a state. Since we shall be interested in the case where the vectors ~α and ~β are parallel
to each other [1], we may write ~α = m~α0, ~β = n~α0, where ~α0 is the smallest lattice vector
along the direction of ~α and ~β. Thus, for fixed ~α0, the electric and magnetic charge vectors
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the physical electric charge can be shown to be proportional to (m + nθ/2π) (see
Ref.[1] for complete expression for the electric and magnetic charges). The SL(2,Z)
transformations are generated by matrices of the form A ≡
(
p q
r s
)
with p, q, r,
s integers, satisfying ps− qr = 1, and act on the quantum numbers m and n, and
the coupling constant λ [5], in the following way,
(
m
n
)
→
(
m′
n′
)
= A
(
m
n
)
=
(
pm+ qn
rm+ sn
)
, λ→
pλ− q
−rλ+ s
. (1)
The mass of a state in a sector characterized by the quantum numbers m and n is
bounded from below by a function f(m,n), known as the Bogomol’nyi bound [6],
given by [7] [8], (
f(m,n)
)2
= C × (m n )M
(
m
n
)
, (2)
where C is a normalization constant,
‡
and [9]
M =
1
λ2
(
1 λ1
λ1 |λ|
2
)
. (3)
It can be easily checked that f(m,n) is invariant under the SL(2,Z) transformation
(1). Particles saturating the Bogomol’nyi bound are annihilated by half of the 16
supersymmetry generators, and belong to a 16 component representation of the
supersymmetry algebra. A class of elementary string excitations ( e.g. the mas-
sive gauge supermultiplet of the N=4 supersymmetric theories with spontaneously
broken non-abelian gauge symmetries) are of this kind, carrying quantum numbers
(m = ±1, n = 0).
are specified by the two integers m and n. The BPS monopoles that we shall discuss here
correspond to states for which (~α0)
2 = −2 in the notation of Ref.[1].
‡ In general C depends on other modular parameters of the theory like the Higgs vacuum
expectation value, and also the vector ~α0 specifying the direction of the electric and the
magnetic charge vectors. But since these parameters do not transform under the SL(2,Z)
transformation, we can treat them as constants for the purpose of this paper.
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Given the existence of a state with quantum number (m = 1, n = 0), SL(2,Z)
symmetry of the theory requires the existence of other states, whose quantum
numbers are related to these by the SL(2,Z) transformation given in Eq.(1). The
charge quantum numbers carried by these states are given by,(
m′
n′
)
=
(
p q
r s
)(
1
0
)
=
(
p
r
)
. (4)
Note that SL(2,Z) transformation relates the charge spectrum for one value of λ to
charge spectrum for a different value of λ, since it acts non-trivially on λ. We shall
assume that the elementary excitations carrying charge quantum numbers
(
1
0
)
exist for all values of λ in the upper half plane.
§
In that case states carrying charge
quantum numbers given in Eq.(4) must also exist for all values of λ. States with
p = 0, r = 1 correspond to the usual BPS monopole solution in the theory, and
belong to a 16 component supermultiplet [3]. States with p 6= 0 and r = 1 can be
identified with the BPS dyon states in the theory, and are also known to belong
to the 16-component supermultiplet. The states with r ≥ 2 will be the subject of
discussion of the present paper.
Note that p and r cannot be arbitrary integers, but must be such that for
some integers s and q, ps − qr = 1. We can find integers s and q satisfying this
requirement if and only if p and r are relatively prime. Thus we need to prove
the existence of a single 16 component supermultiplet, saturating the Bogomol’nyi
bound, for each pair of values of p and r which are relatively prime.
The significance of the requirement of p and r being relatively prime was dis-
cussed in Ref.[1]. For completeness we shall review the main points. If p and r
are not relatively prime, then there exist integers p0, r0 and n such that p = np0,
r = nr0. In this case a state carrying quantum numbers
(
p
r
)
and saturating the
§ This follows from the general argument given in Ref.[6] if we assume that the spectrum
varies continuously with λ.
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Bogomol’nyi bound has the same mass as the sum of masses of n states carrying
quantum numbers
(
p0
r0
)
and saturating the Bogomol’nyi bound. Thus even if
there exists a state saturating the Bogomol’nyi bound and having quantum num-
bers
(
p
r
)
, it is energetically indistinguishable from the lowest energy state in the
continuum containing n particles with quantum numbers
(
p0
r0
)
. On the other
hand, if p and r are relatively prime, then the mass of any state with these quan-
tum numbers and saturating the Bogomol’nyi bound will be necessarily lower than
the sum of the masses of any two or more states whose charge quantum numbers
add up to
(
p
r
)
. This is seen by using the triangle inequality,
f(p, r) ≤ f(p1, r1) + f(p2, r2), (5)
for any pi, ri satisfying p = p1 + p2, r = r1 + r2. The equality holds if and only if
p1/r1 = p2/r2 = p/r, which is impossible if p and r are relatively prime. Thus for
p and r relatively prime, a state carrying quantum numbers
(
p
r
)
and saturating
the Bogomol’nyi bound, has an energy strictly less than the lowest energy state in
the continuum. Such states, if they exist, may be regarded as bound states of r
monopoles and/or dyons, each carrying a single unit of magnetic charge.
In order to look for these bound states, we must study the quantization of the
collective modes of the r monopole solution. We shall carry out our analysis for the
case where θ = 0, but the extension to non-zero values of θ should be straightfor-
ward following the procedure of Ref.[4]. Fortunately this problem has already been
solved in the recent work of
Refs.[10− 12] . The bosonic part of the configuration space Mr of the r monopole
solution is known to have the structure [13]
Mr = R
3 ×
S1 ×M0r
Zr
, (6)
where R3 denotes the configuration space of the center of mass coordinate of the
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monopole, S1 is labeled by the coordinate χ conjugate to the total charge of the
monopole, and M0r is a non-trivial 4(r − 1) dimensional space. The group of
transformations Zr is generated by an element g that acts on the coordinate of
S1 by a shift χ → χ + (2π/r), and also has a non-trivial action on the manifold
M0r . In order to carry out the quantization on Mr, we can first carry out the
quantization on R3× S1×M0r and then restrict ourselves to Zr symmetric states.
If we are looking at a sector with total electric charge quantum number p, then
the wave-function on R3× S1 is proportional to eipχ and picks up a multiplicative
factor of e2πip/r under the action of g. Thus the component of the wave-function
on M0r must pick up a factor of e
−2πip/r under the action of g.
For the monopoles in N=4 supersymmetric theories, it was shown in Refs.[11][12]
that for each bosonic collective coordinate, there are fermionic collective coordi-
nates represented by a two component Majorana fermion. Let Xα (1 ≤ α ≤
4(r − 1)) and Y a (1 ≤ a ≤ 4) denote the coordinates on M0r and R
3 × S1 respec-
tively, and let λα and ηa be the corresponding two component fermionic collective
coordinates. The metric on R3 × S1 is known to be flat. Let us normalize the
coordinates Y a such that this metric is equal to δab. Also, let us denote by gαβ
the metric on M0r , by Γ
α
βγ the corresponding Christoffel symbol, and by Rαβγδ the
Riemann curvature tensor. The dynamics of the collective coordinates is described
the lagrangian [11] [12]
L = L0 + Lint, (7)
where,
L0 =
1
2
∂0Y
a∂0Y
a +
i
2
η¯aγ0∂0η
a, (8)
Lint =
1
2
gαβ∂0X
α∂0X
β +
i
2
gαβ λ¯
αγ0D0λ
β +
1
12
Rαβγδλ¯
αλγλ¯βλδ, (9)
and,
D0λ
β = ∂0λ
β + Γβαγ∂0X
αλγ . (10)
The quantization of L0 is straightforward and has been discussed before [11], so
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let us just mention the main features. If Pa denote the momenta conjugate to the
coordinates Y a, then the Hamiltonian is given by 1
2
PaPa. The vector (P1, P2, P3)
can be interpreted as the spatial momenta, and P 4 may be interpreted as the elec-
tric charge, up to certain normalization constants. The corresponding eigenvalue
of the Hamiltonian is known to saturate the Bogomol’nyi bound [11] (in the semi-
classical approximation of large g that we are using). Also, since the Hamiltonian
is independent of the fermionic coordinates, there is a large degeneracy. Since
each ηa is two component, there are eight fermionic coordinates altogether; we can
quantize them by treating half of them as creation operators and half of them as
annihilation operators. This gives a 24 = 16 fold degeneracy of each state.
Before we go on to quantize Lint, let us try to determine what we should expect
in order for SL(2,Z) to be a valid symmetry of the theory. Since the contribution
from H0 already saturates the Bogomol’nyi bound, we need an eigenstate of Hint
of zero eigenvalue, in order that the combined state saturates the Bogomol’nyi
bound. Furthermore, since we want the final state to have a 16-fold degeneracy,
and since the quantization of H0 already gives rise to this degeneracy, we need to
have a unique eigenstate of Hint with zero eigenvalue for each value of the electric
charge quantum number p, for which p and r are relatively prime. (Note that
although p does not appear explicitly in the expression for Hint, it enters through
the requirement that the wave-functions on M0r must pick up a phase e
−2πip/r
under the action of the generator g of Zr transformations.)
Let us now discuss quantization of Lint. Fortunately, this has already been
carried out by Witten [14]. It was shown that the states in the Hilbert space of
this system are in one to one correspondence to the differential forms on M0r , and
a zero energy eigenstate corresponds to a harmonic form on M0r . Thus, in or-
der to establish the SL(2,Z) invariance of the spectrum, we need to establish the
existence of a unique harmonic form on M0r , which picks up a phase of e
−2πip/r
under the action of the generator g of the Zr group. Since by our previous argu-
ment it is guaranteed to represent a true bound state, such an harmonic form will
automatically be normalizable.
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Now, given a harmonic p form ω on M0r satisfying the required properties, we
can always construct a harmonic 4(r − 1) − p form on M0r by taking the Hodge
dual of ω. This would violate the condition that ω must be the unique harmonic
form on M0r . The only exception is the case where ω is an (anti-)self-dual 2(r− 1)
form. Thus we see that SL(2,Z) invariance of the spectrum not only demands the
existence of a harmonic form with specific Zr transformation properties, but it also
requires this harmonic form to be an (anti-)self-dual 2(r − 1) form.
To summarize, SL(2,Z) invariance of the spectrum requires that
For every integer p for which p and r are relatively prime, the space M0r must
contain a normalizable, (anti-)self-dual, harmonic 2(r− 1) form, which picks up a
phase e−2πip/r under the action of the generator g of the Zr transformations.
In the rest of the paper we shall discuss the construction of such a harmonic
form in the special case r = 2. The metric on the space M0
2
is known explic-
itly [13] [15]. This space is labeled by the coordinates (ρ, θ, φ, ψ) (0 ≤ θ ≤ π,
0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 2π) with the identification [15],
(ρ, θ, φ, ψ) ≡ (ρ, π − θ, π + φ,−ψ). (11)
ρ is a radial coordinate. The metric is given by [13] [15]
ds2 = f2dρ2 + a2(σ1)
2 + b2(σ2)
2 + c2(σ3)
2, (12)
where f , a, b and c are known functions of ρ, and,
σ1 =− sinψdθ + cosψ sin θdφ,
σ2 =cosψdθ + sinψ sin θdφ,
σ3 =dψ + cos θdφ.
(13)
The σi’s satisfy the relation,
dσi =
1
2
ǫijkσj ∧ σk. (14)
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The generator g of Z2 transformation acts on the coordinates (ρ, θ, φ, ψ) as,
(ρ, θ, φ, ψ)→ (ρ, θ, φ, ψ + π). (15)
Since r = 2, the relevant values of p are the set of all odd integers. For each of
these values of p, the action of g is required to send the (anti-)self-dual form to its
negative.
Thus what we are looking for is an (anti-)self-dual harmonic two form ω, which
is invariant under the transformation (11), and goes to its negative under the
transformation (15). We take the following trial solution
ω = F (ρ)
(
dσ1 −
fa
bc
dρ ∧ σ1
)
. (16)
By construction, this form is anti-self-dual, and satisfies all the symmetry require-
ments. Thus we only need to make sure that dω = 0; since ω is anti-self-dual, this
will automatically give d†ω = 0. This gives,
dF
dρ
= −
fa
bc
F, (17)
and hence,
F (ρ) = F0 exp(−
ρ∫
π
fa
bc
dρ′), (18)
where F0 ≡ F (π). With the parametrization of Ref.[15], we have the following
asymptotic form for the functions f , a, b and c as ρ→∞:
f ≃ −1, a ≃ ρ, b ≃ ρ, c ≃ −2. (19)
Thus, as ρ → ∞, fabc →
1
2
. This gives F ≃ F0 exp(−ρ/2) asymptotically, showing
that the harmonic form is normalizable. This is expected, since, according to
our previous argument, the energy of this state is strictly less than that of the
continuum.
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Finally, we need to ensure that the harmonic form ω is non-singular near the
‘Bolt’, ρ ≃ π. The correct choice of coordinates in this region is ρ˜ ≡ ρ − π, and
a new set of Euler angles θ˜, φ˜ and ψ˜ [15]. The one forms σi are given in this
coordinate system by,
σ1 =dψ˜ + cos θ˜dφ˜,
σ2 =− sin ψ˜dθ˜ + cos ψ˜ sin θ˜dφ˜,
σ3 =cos ψ˜dθ˜ + sin ψ˜ sin θ˜dφ˜.
(20)
The functions f , a, b and c are approximated by,
f ≃ −1, a ≃ 2ρ˜, b ≃ π, c ≃ −π. (21)
Thus from Eq.(12) we see that, for ρ ≃ π,
ds2 = dρ˜2 + 4ρ˜2(dψ˜ + cos θ˜dφ˜)2 + π2(dθ˜2 + sin2 θ˜dφ˜2). (22)
Let us now express ω given in (16) in this coordinate system near ρ = π. From
Eq.(18) we see that F → F0 as ρ→ π, so that ω takes the form
ω = F0
(
sin θ˜dφ˜ ∧ dθ˜ −
2
π2
ρ˜dρ˜ ∧ (dψ˜ + cos θ˜dφ˜)
)
. (23)
From the form of the metric (22) we see that the one forms sin θ˜dφ˜, dθ˜, dρ˜, and
ρ˜(dψ˜ + cos θ˜dφ˜) are all well defined near the Bolt. This, in turn, shows that the
two form ω is well defined near the Bolt.
Our result establishes the existence of supersymmetric bound states in the two
monopole sector, with sixteen fold degeneracy, for each odd value of the total charge
of the system.
⋆
This is in prefect agreement with the predictions of SL(2,Z) sym-
metry. Generalizing these results to the multi-monopole case will require proving
the statement made in the paragraph above Eq.(11).
⋆ Note that since the anti-self-dual harmonic form ω cannot be regarded as a (2,0) or a (0,2)
form, it does not correspond to a supersymmetric bound state in the N=2 supersymmetric
theories [11].
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Note added: The self-dual 2-form ω has been used by Gibbons and Ruback [16]
for different purpose earlier, and has been further explored in Ref.[17]. Bound states
of monopoles and dyons in non-supersymmetric theories have been discussed by
Manton [18].
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